SENGE - ACTUAL / INFLUENCED

‘learning
organization’ models
puts the focus and
emphasis on
PEOPLE

People

Process

Technology

‘see through he eyes of the horse’
http://infed.org/mobi/peter-senge-and-thelearning-organization/

http://kminalearningorganization.weebly.com/
creating-and-effectively-leading-learningorganizations.html
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about people …
PERSONAL
MASTERY is key but
its out of my
CONTROL

“Knowledge is never given, it is
taken” - Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

A learning organization is an organization skilled at creating, acquiring, and transferring
knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to reflect new knowledge and insights.

Need to accept that you have no
control over the horses appetite /
thirst

Personal Reflections of
Working in Knowledge
Management in the
Public Sector

‘You can take a
horse to water
but you can’t
make it drink’

If they (horses) did pull all in one
direction … it could be very
powerful / or very destructive

makes the assumption that the
horse is thirsty (do they want
knowledge?)

So much knowledge management
practice seems to be about ‘taking
water to the horse’

no guarantee that once you get the
water there, that the horse is going
to drink
the presence of more that one
horse simply makes the process of
forcing a horse to drink more
diﬃcult and thankless
no guarantee that after the horse
has drunk that anything will change

Lessons on horse
handling (and
knowledge
managing)

We intent for horses to be fit for
purpose - they need to understand
and accept that purpose - which is
an internal motivation, both carrot
and stick are only temporary
modifiers of behaviour
Young wild horses (millenniums) are
taking over … and are impossible
to control, but stand to be game
changers in revolutionizing the way
the entire farm works
Its tough being a stable hand - no
control over the farm, how its
managed, the farmer’s irrational
nature, the weather seems to be in
control of everyone (and its getting
increasingly unpredictable)

The horse, the handler, the trainer,
the manager, the owner, the
publicist all share a vision for the
horse’s success and goals

building blocks - systematic problem solving, experimentation with new approaches,
learning from their own experience and past history, learning from the experiences
and best practices of others, and transferring knowledge quickly and efficiently
throughout the organization

Find another farm, assuming that
the farm is at fault and it will
diﬀerent with another farmer in
control

So you / me
have a choice

Change your career … so tired of
horse ‘sh#t’ anything would be
better than this
Learn some new horse handling
skills

… the wisdom of elders
(native american traditions)
GaWaNi Pony Boy http://eclectichorseman.com/

“Relationship Training is what I do. It’s the name
I’ve given to how I train, and it’s a couple of things:
1) using horse relationships not human
relationships, and 2) placing more importance on
the relationship of horse and rider instead of the
immediate results. The relationship is the center
piece, the focus.”
He continues: “When you ask something of your
horse or pony, try stepping back and asking
yourself, ‘Does this really make sense to the
horse?’ Human common sense does not make
sense to horses, and riders must remember that in
order to eﬀectively communicate and work with
them.”

New stable for
old problems the learning
organization

Organizational learning can usually be traced through three overlapping stages.
The first step is cognitive. Members of the organization are exposed to new ideas,
expand their knowledge, and begin to think differently. The second step is
behavioral. Employees begin to internalize new insights and alter their behavior.
And the third step is performance improvement, with changes in behavior leading to
measurable improvements in results: superior quality, better delivery, increased
market share, or other tangible gains.

GARVIN_1
https://hbr.org/1993/07/building-a-learningorganization

There is an interplay
between INTENT and
MOTIVATION which is
unavoidable (we need
to understand how
the HR issues impact
every step of the way

‘sure you can beat a horse from one
spot to the next … but do you want
to ?’ (stick and carrot issue)

What do you love?
What are you good at?
What does the world need from you?
What can you get paid for?

… an organization made up of employees skilled at creating, acquiring, and
transferring knowledge. These people could help their firms cultivate
tolerance, foster open discussion, and think holistically and systemically.
Such learning organizations would be able to adapt to the unpredictable
more quickly than their competitors could.

GARVIN_2
https://hbr.org/2008/03/is-yours-a-learningorganization

INTERESTING PERSPECTIVES - CHANGE AND LEARNING SYSTEMS

We must immerse
ourselves in the study
of SYSTEMS and
SUB SYSTEMS (why
network mapping is
so important)

PROCESS must be
‘purpose built’ and
the goals must be
known by all
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/
newSTR_91.htm

http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/understanding-organizations-as-learningsystems/

Learning to become
a better ‘horse
trainer’ / knowledge
manager
Can the Learning Organization
create the system / structure /
culture that will enable ….

building blocks - a supportive learning environment, concrete learning processes
and practices, and leadership behavior that provides reinforcement.
Moving Forward: Four Principles - Leadership alone is insufficient. - Organizations
are not monolithic. - Comparative performance is the critical scorecard. - Learning
is multidimensional.

Gordon Matthews, professor of
anthropology at the Chinese University of
Hong Kong and author of What Makes Life
Worth Living?: How Japanese and
Americans Make Sense of Their Worlds, told
the Telegraph that how people understand
ikigai can, in fact, often be mapped to two
other Japanese ideas – ittaikan and jiko
jitsugen. Itaikkan refers to “a sense of
oneness with, or commitment to, a group or
role”, while jiko jitsugen relates more to selfrealization.

“Horses for Courses”

The Future of Work: Attract
New Talent, Build Better
Leaders, and Create a
Competitive
Organization by Jacob
Morgan

(is collaborative knowledge sharing
really going to work in a highly
hierarchical organization)

How ever you do it …
support a race horse to
race and a farm horse to
pull

The greatest wisdom or discovery in
the world will go unheeded if it is
unheard. For research to matter, it
must be heard—and understood—by
people in a position to bring about
change. The way to make it heard,
understood, and acted on, is
eﬀective Knowledge Translation.

The horse hooks up with other race
horses in another stable - they
share ideas on how to improve their
performance - their connection is
mirrored at the level of the farm
hands, trainers, owners etc everyone acknowledges that they
will do better if they learn more
The horse training system is
connected to the feeding system, is
connected to the management of
the farm system, is connected to
…
Horse is filled with desire to learn
how to be the best race horse
ever (and needs your help to
acquire the knowledge to do this)

Mental models

‘You can take a
horse to water
but you can’t
make it drink’

Systems thinking
Personal mastery
Team learning
Shared vision

